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direction and in her employ and consequently

THE EXPOSITION EXPOSE.
A Fair and Uncolored Statement of
Facts Regarding the Treatment
accorded Rangeley Lakes
at New York.
It is a long story and very much mixed
up, but we will commence at the begin
ning and tell it to you as logically as pos
sible— after which you may draw your
own conclusions.
We had intended all the time to be rep
resented at the Sportsmen’s Exposition,
both through a special edition of R a n g e l e y L a k e s and by a member of our staff.
Knowing that the manager of the Maine
section was, to say the least, unfriendly
toward R a n g e l e y L a k e s , we were un
decided how to place our edition. A t this
point Messrs. Grant and Tibbetts, the
Rangeley guides who were to attend the
Exposition, came to us and voluntarily
offered to distribute our papers, stating
that they were sure there would be no op
position. Wishing to make sure that this
would in no wise conflict with the rules of
the Exposition we wrote Mr. Frank W.San
ger, manager of the Garden, whose name
appeared in connection with the advertise
ments of the affair, stating what arrange
ments we wished to nfake and asking
what expense, if any, there would be. He
replied, through Mr. Alfred Chasseaud of
the Exposition Committee of the Sports
men’s Association, as follows:
•‘ W e

have no objection to this arrange

m ent.”

And nothing was said about any ex
pense.
That, taken in connection with the
guides’ assurances, seemed sufficiently
secure foundation to go ahead on, and we
did so. Our Exposition number, as our
readers will remember, was filled from
cover to cover with stories of fishing and
hunting and descriptive matter about the
Rangeleys.
That it would be refused a place in an
exhibit purporting to boom the State of
Maine as a sporting report, never entered
our mind.
Such, however, proved to be the case,
for when Guide Tibbetts returned he told
us that the guides were not allowed to
distribute our papers and were even
threatened with arrest if they attempted
to do so. The guides were given to be
lieve that the Exposition managers were
responsible for the the shut-out: but,
knowing that this was in direct contradic
tion of their position as stated by Mr.
Chasseaud in his first letter, we wrote to
Mr. Harry C. Palmer, secretary of the Ex
position committee. His reply was very
convincing, and stated:
••I take it that the guides

brought to the

E xposition t>y Miss Crosby were under her

under her orders.”

This, of course, gave us an inkling of
how matters stood, and how, and by
whom, we had been shut out. Our view
of the case was greatly strengthened last
week when we were shown a letter from
the “ General Passenger and Ticket Office”
of the Maine Central. This letter was
written in response to a letter from Rich
ardson Bros., of Rangeley, proprietors of
the Kennebago Lake House, asking why
the R a n g e l e y L a k e s , which was devoted
to booming this region, was shut out.
The text of the letter is as follows:
M a in e C e n t k a l R a il r o a d C o .

General Passenger and Ticket Office.
P o r t l a n d , Me., April 9th, 1896.
R i c h a r d s o n B r o s .,

Rangeley, Maine.
Dear Sirs:—
I have your esteemed favor of the 7th
inst., enclosing check covering your con
tribution towards the expense of the
Sportsmen’s Exposition, for which please
accept my thanks.
In regard to the paper, -The Rangeley
Lakes’ being shut out from distribution
at the Exposition, the only thing that we
know about it is that the managers of the
paper were approached and asked for a
contribution, the same as were others,
which they refused to grant, and stated
at the time that they thought they would
have no trouble about getting their paper
distributed without being obliged to pay
for it.
The ‘Phillips Phonograph’ people were
kind enough to make a very generous con
tribution, and in consideration of this,
Miss Crosby, who had the Maine exhibit
in charge, thought it no more than fair
that they should be given the exclusive
privilege of distribution, and when she
found that the ‘Rangeley Lakes’ people
had tried to crowd themselves in by send
ing their papers to New York and making
arrangements to have them distributed
there by the Rangeley guides without con
sulting Miss Crosby, she naturally de
clined to allow it.
This is all I know about the matter and
the statements herein contained are sub
stantiated by our Traveling Passenger
Agent, Mr. Wm. E. Wood, who rep
resented us at the Exposition.
So far as we can learn the action of our
friend was perfectly proper, and I think
you -will agree with me.
Yours Very Truly,
(Signed) F. E. B o o t h b t , G. P & T . A.
The above showed that not only had we
been shut out, but that we had been
maliciously misrepresented to the Maine
Central people. The statements con
tained in the above concerning our re
fusal to contribute to the expense of the
Maine exhibit are entirely and unquali
fiedly false. W e were never approached in
any w ay, shape or manner regarding the a f
fa ir, hence, o f course never made the state
ments accredited to us.

Among those who were called on to
contribute toward the expense of the
Maine exhibit, were Richardson Bros., of
the Kennebago Lake House. They ac
knowledged their willingness to do so and

at a recent date sent check to Mr.
Boothby. When Mr. Phineas Richardson
learned that R a n g e l e y L a k e s had been
shut out, he tvas very indignant. He had
made his contribution, not to further his
own private interests, for he had no cir
culars or advertising matter to put out,
but for the whole section, and to think
that a paper published right in the heart
of that region, and devoted to bringing it
before the public, had been rejected caused
him to wonder for the reason. He saw
Mr. Ed. Whorff, of the Mooselookmeguntic House, and learned from him that while
on his way to Boston, he had been inter
viewed by a Phillips man, who was going
to the Exposition, and asked if he had
contributed his share of the expense. Mr.
Whorff replied that he had not, Whereupon
he was informed that his circulars could not
be distributed, as all those who did not pay
were to be shut out. Says Mr. Richard
son, “ I put this and that together and
came to the conclusion that it had been
known and intended that R a n g e l e y
L a k e s should be shut out and that we
were paying our money to advertise cer
tain favored ones, and for that reason I
wrote Mr. Boothby.”
The reply to his letter you have just
i-ead.
We at once addressed a letter to Mr.
Boothby asking the authority for the
statements conceiming us in his letter to
Richardson Bros. In his reply he stated
that he was away at the time the Rich
ardson letter was written, but went on to
say:
“ In regard to the exhibition at^New
York it was not a matter arranged for by
the Maine Central R. R., this company
simply paying its proper proportion of the
expense of the same, as did other parties.
So far then, as you are concerned, we
never knew a thing in regard to your
matter until hearing the statements made
by parties who were at the Exposition on
their return from the same. I personally
regret that there should have been any
trouble, recognizing as I do that the more
that can be written and circulated in re
gard to the Rangeley lakes, especially
that section of it where your paper is lo
cated, must result in benefit to the various
transportation lines interested in the
development of business to that section.”
The foregoing, as you will clearly see,
entirely exonerates the Maine Central
management from all connection with the
matter. The Sportsmen’s Association is
also exonerated. The responsibility lies
elsewhere. We leave our readers to place
it as they see fit. We also leave them to
judge whether R a n g e l e y L a k e s has
been accorded square and business-like
treatment.
That is all.
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times, as told in the last week’s R a n g e L a k e s , had been mentioned, where
upon Mr. A. J. Haley, of Farmington,
was moved to relate an experience of his.
A party consisting of Horace Church, Geo.
Munkell and himself were in camp at John
J. Wilbur’s camp on Snow Mountain.
One day, after they’d been there a couple
of weeks, Haley said: “ I ’m getting tired
of the dark woods; let’s go down to Little
Kennebago where we can see some day
light.” The others fell in with the idea
and the next day they were at the “ wig
wam.” The first day was warm and they
got but few fish. The next day was bitter
cold, but the fish supply was low so
Haley went out near the inlet and cut
some holes. Then he went back and told
the other fellows they better do the fish
ing. They went out but found the air so
cold that they gave it up and returned to
camp. “ Well,” said Haley, “ if you fel
lows won’t fish, I suppose I must,” and he
struck out for the holes. He found the
fish biting so ravenously that in 35 min
utes he landed 35 tbs. of fish. How’s that?
* -* *
Natt Ellis claims to be the only man
who knows exactly how fast a beaver
works. He found out in this way: Years
and years ago he was going up to Seven
Ponds and at five o’clock at night he was
passing the spot where Ed. Grant’s camps
are now located. There was an inch or
two of snow on the ground and he noticed
the track of one beaver leading up to a
birch tree as though his beavership had
been out prospecting before commencinghis lumbering operations, The next morn
ing about eight o’clock Natt reached the
same place on his return trip. There was
still the track of but one beaver, but in
the night one birch about four inches in
diameter had been cut down, and about
eighteen inches farther up the log another
cut two-thirds of the way' through had
been made. Beside this a nearby birch
about two and a half inches thick had
been cut down. Rather a good night’s
work for one little animal, is it not?
ley

*

-X-

*

Many years ago Munkell and Haley
went up to do a little hunting on the
“ Meadow Grounds.”
They found old
John Meader there trapping. A t first he
suspected the new-comers of designs on
his traps, but after he found that they
were bona fide hunters he made them wel
come and they built a camp together. He
was very jolly but he wouldn’t allow the
others to know the first thing about trap
ping. One day he was telling about seeing
the tracks of some “ bank beavers” up the
stream.
“ Well, why don’t you catch ’em?” asked
Haley.
Meader turned on him with a snort of
contempt. “ Why you darned idiot,”
said he, “ don’t you know you can’t trap a
bank beaver? Anyone could see you wei’e
a greeney.”
Haley, however, presisted in his idea
and finally bet that he could trap one in
two days. The old trapper vented all his
power of sarcasm on the younger man and
finally told him to go ahead with his fool
ish plan. Next day, following out a
scheme which he had recently read in some
sporting paper, Haley set his trap and
W r it t e n f o r R a n g e l e y L a k e s :
next day brought in a fine large bank
beaver.
In Some Ways Sporty.
The old trapper was completely dumb
They were dealing in facts, and not one
of them would think of stretching the founded, and moreover was at the mercy
of Haley whom he had derided so exten
gospel under any circumstance.
* * *
sively when he proposed to trap the bank
The story of ice-fishing in the olden beaver.
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Lots of excitment in town over the
Having engaged the services of a com
“ shut out” R a x g e l e y L a k s s received at petent milliner, I shall have mv
the Sportsmen’s Exposition. Some will,
but many will not, be surprised at the
facts made known in this issue. They
have expressed their belief previously.
In the Outlook lor Feb. 22, Eugene Field’s
poem, “ The Rock-a-bye Lady,” is very
prettily set to music by Ernest Hamlin
Abbott. Mr. Abbott will be remembered
as the Andover student who recently sup
Ready for inspection Sat., Apr. 25.
plied the pulpit for one Sunday, during
the absence of Rev. Mr. Ranney.
Please call and get prices before buy
Ross Avery and Herbert Welch, of ing elsewlihre.
Having purchased the fcusine. s and good-will
Avon, were arraigned Monday, before
•of A. E. BLODGETT, the subscribers respect
1 also have the latest styles in
Trial Justice Noble on the charge of in
fully announce that they are prepared t o d o
toxication. Both were found guilty and
fined MO each, which they paid. H. F.
Biz.
Beedy, Esq., defended Avery and B.
Emery Pratt, feq., appeared for Welch.
O S i r aE a : 0
c .p 3 i i n g " «
The floral decoration of the Union
Church, Sunday, consisted simply of one
M r . W a l k e r h a s h a d o v e r 15 y e a r s ’ experience
beautiful Lady Saleroy geranium with
a s a b la c k s m it h a n d M r. L u fk in h a s b e e n a
pretty green and white leaves, which be
w o o d - w o r k e r * f o r m a n y y e a r s , a n d . both t h o r 
longs to Mrs. A . M. Greenwood. The
o u g h l y u n d e r s t a n d t h e ir b u s in e s s .
W e respectfully s o l i c i t a s h a r e o f p a t r o n a g e .
Japanese people appreciate the fact that
one plant is more decorative than many, Also a full line of Remnant ■of all kinds.
L . Vt/aiker,
E. C . L u fk in ,
provided that one is the best of its kind.
B l o d g e t t ’ s O l d S h o p , Next D o o r t o S t e a m M i l l

Sleighs are now a back number.
The streets are quite dry in spots.
Politics is the chief topic of conversa
tion.
Quite a heavy thunder storm. Thursday
evening.
Dan- Wells is boss sawyer at Pleasant
Valley Mill.
Rev. Mr. Ranney arrived from his home
in Vermont, Friday.
,
Miss Eugenie Aldrich has returned from
her visit in Portland.,
Cham Hamlin of the R. F. & R. L. K. R.,
is in town for a few days.
The Friday Club held its last meeting for
the seat*>n on Monday of last week.
The roads are very bad outside the
village, but teams manage to get through.
The wheels are beginning to come out,
and the agents are displaying the various
kinds.
A. S. Pratt contemplates disposing of
his photographic business and locating in
a larger town.
The water wheel at Pleasant Valley
Mill.went to pieces Friday, and the mill is
H ou g h ton ’ s.
hung up for a time.
The late snow-storm w-as the most severe
Col. Robinson has framed and sent of the.winter.
E. V. Harlow of Boston, formerly of Phil
It is very sickly and colds seem to be the
lips, several pictures he left.
order of the day.
Hon. Joel Wilbur was nominated as an
Conductor Smith is enjoying a visit
elector at large on the Republican elec
from his mother.
toral ticket at Portland. Thursday.
O. B. Goldsmith has been on the sick
A. S. Pratt vras in Lewiston over Sun
list the past week.
day. Arc!’’ MeKeen had charge of his
Mrs McKinzia and daughter are visiting
photographic saloon during his absence.
at her son’s, Robert, Tyler’s.
A. B. Gilman and G. M. Goodwin, of
The log train on the Hou'ghton branch
Massachusetts, were in town Friday, to
attend the annual meeting of the P. & R. finished Tuesday the 14th.
Robert Tyler, the boarding house pro
R. R.
Bill Quimby says if a man thinks he has prietor and cook is to leave April 15.
a hundred cords of birch on his farm,
Log train No. 28 from Houghton’s to
he will find and cut that amount some Rumford Falls was cancelled Saturday
where.
last.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Parker were
The warm weather that has followed
called to Newport, Saturday, owing to has made the lumbermen bustle. The
the death of Mrs. Parker’s brother, Llew teams are all out and the yards on the
line o' the railroad will all be clear in two
ellyn Dudley.
Harry B. Austin and D. M. Teague are da ys move.
in town. Mr. Austin is locating his spool
Rediuvtoti Notes.
mill and other buildings. He does not ex
I t r e a l l y l o o k s a s i f t h e snow w a s g o i n g .
pect to begin making spools until Novem
The water is running high: all along the
ber.
E L Gran" reached Phillips. Thursday road.
Frank Russell was down to Phillips,
night remaining over till Friday p. m .
He had some interesting stories to relate Monday.
of his trip about tlie country after leaving
Fred Soule has been working on the log
New York.
train this week.
The maple candy pull that the Grang
The log train is making a hole in the
ers were to have had at Chas. Berry’s was logs along the track.
limited in numbers, owing to the state of
Since the lumbermen left, the town
the roads. Only 21 reached there, none looks deserted during mill hours.
east of Ansel D ill’s attending.
Frank Taylor’s boy got his fingers cut
; J. H. Long, of Boston, was in town and went to Phillips to have them looked
over Sunday looking after a good piece of at by a pliysican.
horse flesh for his own use. He finally
settled on Emery Gould’s “ K itty Duroc,”
Mica as Bait for Fish.
which will be shipped within a few days.
An old fisherman who has caught tons
The adjourned annual meeting of the of black bass and brook trout was seen to
stockholders of the Phillips & Rangeley go into a hardware store upon Third ave
railroad was held at Phillips Friday nue a few days ago and buy a mouse trap
evening. The old board was re-elected arid that captured the animals alive. On being
a directors’ meeting appointed for early asked if his house had been Invaded by
in May.
mice, he said:
Cotter Wells, of Madrid, lias returned
••No, but I hope it will be. because I’ve
from Massachusetts, and brought with got to lay in a supply of bait.” ,
him the moulds, measurement:, and deThe fisherman lias begun to capture mice
.
about this time of the year for years back
of violin, which he will endeavor to <It:pli and keeping them alive in a cage till the
cate in his future instruments.
f i s h i n g s e a s o n a r r i v e d If a s t a k e n t h e m t o
r_.
: • u, i y ' ' if it's
a Bath t h e f i s h i n g ( r e g i o n H e ^ n d s t h : t o f t e n ,
fa il th e liy
m ou se
th e r lu r
water company, was in to , n Monday to
confer with the promoters of t’ r proposed c a p t u r e s tl e b i g fis i , L a 3t s h m ir x r 1 o g o t

NEW
SPRING
MILLINERY
Ribbons, Laces,
Dress I rimmings,
Underwear,
Hosiery, Gloves,
Shirt-waists, Etc.

B l a c k s m i th
Shop.

General'

jk.srvJthing’

RA> • • •

[ O v e r o f f i c e o f R a n g e e k v L a k h s ].

RAN G ELEY.

: : : : : M A IN E.

"MAINE

THE WAY TO OBTAIN A
B B A ITT I i U h

Seed Potatoes for Safe.
Carman No. 1 and Rural New Yorker
No. 2. Mr. T. Greiner says of these Pota
toes, “ The Rural New Yorker No. 2 has
become a standard market sort. It is an
enormous yielder and therefore a great
favorite with growers. In the Carman
No. t we have truly a wonderful yielder.’’
Mr. Greiner conducts experiment grounds
in N. Y . For a long time lie has given
special attention to new kinds of Potatoes.
The quality of the Carman No. 1 is very
good. The R. N. Y. No. 2 is one of the
best keepers 1 ever had.
T

15S T

M r. J o s e p h

IMON

P en neee

1A. I, S-S:

Crayon Portrait Free!
Get a Card and we will punch out the
amour <u
rush purchases. When you
have bought goods to the amount of
$10.00, you furnish its with a photograph
or tint] ;
picture.
The cost of Frame, glass, etc., will he
only H a l f P rice ,"§2.75.
These Pictures are made by the wellknown G U A R A N T E E P O R T R A IT CO.

w r ite s :

Vt’ AWA. Pa. -Thy Potatoes sent wci\: ■
:
and grew nicely. Thy frOnd. .Tor. P e n x x t .; .

H . W . Hoar . Rangeley,. Me.: The Potatoes
Came promptly and were fine stock. They
were not sprouted badly, and are eo<,ii:i <>..
flhdlj*. T h ey’Were hoc -l-iom- stock.
Y
ourstru
ly.
May 24. ’95.
T he H a v e n L i.no. C o /

Pi.AiNVii.r.E, Conn.. May 11th. "05.

l . id.
U ....r, R--------

GQVfiQ
vi r Ci. 0 V 0,

n

i Ut i l i l i i i L,

(JO L u i . >

CASKETS.
. Rj i t i O .

A c«.

Sir.- The P ota toes'h a ve finally not here: arc
in prime condition and very satisfactory. 1
take pleasure in onclosir;;-; L O. oW.-i- to the
amount o f your bill. Most truly.
J am es N . B is h o p .

Price, Carman No. 1. 81.00 per bushel; on
cars, 88-00 per barrel. Price, R. N. Y . No.
2, 50 cts. per bushel; on cars, $1.50 per
barrel.

H. W. HOAR, : : Rangeley, Maine.

ff-T4 -a- v- cLm SL/
Wish . - 1 1 Inform lb

H H ji

JLV -L .M Jiv/S
p e o p l e of "Rangeley and

vicinity that he has

R e o p e n e d H is

Blacks mi th.

O ld vSh op
On Moin Street, where he will He pleased to

Specialist In H o rs e -S h o o in g .
meet his old customers, and welcome

i

RANGELEY.

:

new ones.

MAINE.

PHILLIPS MARBLE WORKS,
CURES

R M E U IV E A T SSM .

Costs but 25c. : f i f e Bottles, $1.00. j

Monuments,
H K A D S T O X IT S .

7 .1 B L K 7 S .

Warranted.-—Sold Every where
MA.\ • i.r, A i / I L I 'E . tND
-By Wideawake ‘-Uptodate” Druggists and
stre a m and
n d 5 o u r .e e . b ln c k b a s s
General Dealer ,.
C E M E T E R Y W O R K O F A L L K IN D S .
in a M i n fie: o t a l a k e w i t h t
' <•- w h i c h
‘•‘Tii
ih; in ; f a i n , "
Mr. i’ackm: aber, j
I)<>A E
■ ■
' 'IWKR.
h e f i n d s a r c e a s i l y t a lc e n c a r e o f , n • q u ir in g res Mr. Uptodatc closes his store door.
the tenth sale of ‘Morrow’s Magic Liniment’ I
l i t t l e a t to n l i o n .
T
U f e e d o i r . l m o s t have.'lont th te week ju st because it is not on my
W
. L i. H O Y T ,
anything. The cage lie uses is large and shelves. J '11send for some ‘M. M. L." (it o n c e ."
Further information and testimonials for trie >>c » -O ~ .
airy, with sundry contrivances for the
i > 1 i 1 11i i •
> . ."VI .
animals to exercise on. It is cleaned once 2-eent stamp. Ask your deal.:- for it,
All Orders by Mail or Telegraph promptly^
a week, the mice being driven at such times Jl.
Jill'JIUCOW, i‘)•<>!>'r,
iuffton, Ifr.
into one of the two equal compartments.
attended to.
a 4 p o . n d 1 d u r .e e t ■ o u t it

LAKE?* that he will shortly send an en
gineer to Phillips to look over the situa
tion and report on the expense, etc., of
establishing a plant. If his company
should take hold of it they would furnish
the capital and make contracts with the
c o r p o r a t io n
for a certain number of hy
drants.

Y e w

au

Ad I

■

i
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RANGEL FA LAKES.
T J ^ J lJ T J X iX n j^ li^ iT T L J

A Cosy Corner for the ladies.
J IJ T J T J T J lJ lJ lJ a J l-rL J lJ T
Phyllys and Corydon.
Phyllys took a red rose from the tangles of her
hair—
Time, the Golden Age. the place, Arcadia,
anywhere.
Phyllys laughed, the saucy jade. “ Sir Shep
herd, wilt have this?
Or (bashful god of skipping lambs and oaten
reed!) a kiss!”
Hethink thee, gentle Corydon. A rose lasts all
night long;
A kiss just slipi from your lips like a robin’s
evening song.
A kiss that goes where no one knows, a rose,
a crimson rose.
Corydon made his choice and took—well,
which do you suppose?

From Life.

A Timely Warning.

If you see nowadays a group of men
earnestly talking together, you may safely
conclude that they are discussing Thomas
B. Reed’s nomination for the Presidency,
or Grover Cleveland’s chance of being his
own successor, accordingly as the speakers
are Republicans or Democrats.
Should several ladies be deeply immersed
in conversation, do not take it for granted
that they are speaking of the merits of big
sleeves, or seven gored skirts, or even
whether or not woman suffrage will ever
become a reality. Far from it, they are
simply trying to decide on the disposal of
buffalo bugs. “ Only this and nothing
more/’ I am sorry to introduce this sub
ject so early in the season, but the be e tle s
are already here, and I hope by taking
prompt measures that tve may rid our
homes of at least a few.
As the beetles, like the first house flies,
seem to prefer sunny windows, it is well
to look for them there, and you cannot
mistake them since nothing else will be on
the windows now. In the summer time
many a poor little lady bug, whose food in
part consists of the eggs of buffalo and
potato beetles, is probably killed through
mistake, as they are much like the buffalo
beetle, save in being broader, and the lat
ter has a black stripe and two white
spots on the back.
When you kill one you may sure of dis
posing of many would-be destroyers of
your peace. I don’t know if there are any
insects, including buffalo bugs, that sul
phur will not kill. But it is so difficult to
use when there are many rooms, and so
hard on paint and paper that we hesitate
to burn it.
There is one form of it, however, of which
1 was recently told, that may help us and
that is in sulphur candles.
Perhaps some readers of the Corner may
know more about it and will give us the
benefit of their knowledge. They were
specially recommended for burning in
closets where clothing was kept.
Now and again, someone will think for
awhile that they have found a means of
keeping these bugs away, and it is un
doubtedly true that most bugs have a
dislik:e for certaiin odors.
I h;id always supposed buffalo bugs to
caption, until a, friend told me
be tb
that alth<nigh turpentim3 would not k ill
them, they■yet £rave it a 1wide bei'th from
evideut di:dike.
hod v'as to brush the iinside of
Hei
trunkcs and boxes with t urpentino, wrap
artic![es t<>he ]>;acked,in j>apors, LInnl then
ng the li<Is to kcep in the
by- tightly
odor. At ►tides thus pin;ked were found
unm<
d the ugh the bugs had been at
worn
If t;
’eci to me after liearing 1his, that
;ts bug.-> ai e ahv ays foundi near tihe edges
of eau’peti, and mattings:, an occasional
bruslling <of these edges with turpentine
would drivo the; bugs where they could be
seon and killed . And it would also be
a good plan to use it where they are most

numerous if one were to leave home dur- |l sides like ribs. Then, though very small,
they turn the well-known dark-brown
mg the summer.
The various transformations of the bug color, and from this soon pass into that
seem to be so little understood, that follow most abominable of all pests,— a fulling this article will be found one which grown buffalo bug. I have found them in
fully explains matters. Like the lady in all stages, and during the month of Sep
question, I once imprisoned a solitary tember the white and slightly marked ones
specimen in a closely corked bottle, but he are most numerous. If these can be dis
grew tired of being inspected, and finally posed of, and the beetles cared for in like
died in a most ungrateful manner, since he manner, the number of bugs to be looked
was provided with an ample diet of red after will be decidedly7 less. — G o o d H o u s e k eep tn g .
flannel.
But a friend who tried the experiment
Sweet Peas.
succeeded better. The bug changed his
This is the month for planting sweet
dress for one of the approved style, grew
large, became dormant for a while and at peas, and the following clipping from an
last assumed the form of a beetle, at which exchange offers several useful suggestions:
“ The sweet pea is the most desireable
stage I think it died.
Gentlemen are sometimes inclined to annual in cultivation. Sweet peas must
laugh because housekeepers fret so much be planted as early in the spring as the
over these insects, but when Paterfamilias ground can be worked. The seed should
wishes to change his clothes, and discovers be sown in drills and covered at least six
that after taking a taste of my lady’s inches deep. This may be done in two
gown as an appetizer, the bugs have eaten ways. Having prepared the ground and
a good square meal from his best suit, his made the drills the desired depth, drop the
wrath knows no bounds. Truly if strong seed, and draw into the drill, earth
language was ever excusable, which of enough to cover the seed two inches deep.
course it is not, it might be when one finds As soon as the plants appear through this
a cherished garment eaten through and cover, draw in two inches more of earth,
through by these pests.
and so on, until the drill is filled even
Nothing is too bad to say of them and with the surface of the ground. Or the
no description could do justice to their seed may be dropped and covered in the
evil deeds.
usual manner. The surface of the ground
We were used to moths,for like the poor, sometimes becomes hard just as the young
we “ had them always with us,” and com plants are about to appear, especially
pared with buffalo bugs they have an air after a shower followed by a hot sun.
of respectability that we lament too late. Unless some means are taken to prevent
Beside, moths are scriptural, and in child this, many of the young plants will not
hood we learned that they were one of the break through the soil, and no more will
chief reasons for not laying up treasures be seen of them than if the seed had not
on earth.
germinated at all, and annoying gaps will
I saw recently that the great French appear in rows. A slight raking, just as
scientist, Pasteur, attributed much of his the plants are breaking ground, will pre
success, to the patient and intelligent help vent this, and will also kill any small
given him by his wife, at the time when weeds.
the vineyards of France were being des
Sweet peas must be brushed almost as
troyed by an insect for which he dis soon as they are up. The essayist uses
covered a remedy. Were he alive to-day, birch brush, the same as for tall-growing,
we might petition madame, who was evi eatable varieties. Wire poultry netting
dently “ the power behind the throne” to makes an excellent support and is very
ask his help on the vexed question of buf neat. Whatever the peas are trained'on
falo bugs.
must be firmly secured in position, as the
But we must turn for relief to some vines when fully grown will surely be
other distinguished man, who will leave |blown down unless strongly supported.
the study of microbes long enough, to give It is a good plan to place the supports in
us the means of ridding our homes of one position.before the peas are planted; then
of the worst enemies they have ever sow a row on each side of the support,
known.
which, when the vines are grown, will be
When our deliverer shall arise, he will entirely hidden from view.”
be gratefully accorded by the whole na
tion of American housekeepers, a monu
The Young Bride’s Diary.
ment that shall be more enduring than
Yesterday I bought a little red receiptthe pyramids of Egypt.
book of a pleasing young man who called
at the door. His eyes were so deep and
BU FFALO BEETLES.
dark, aud his voice so pleading, that I
Last May, while visiting a friend, my would have purchased the book if I had to
attention was called to a tumbler turned borrow the money. The book is a very
over a few pieces of soft flannel, the whole useful one, and it is bound in the same
resting on a square of board. Looking color as my new dog.
through the glass, I saw four lively and
It tells how to make custards, blanc
well-developed beetles. On asking an ex manges and floating island. It also tells
planation, my friend gave me the follow you in the back part how to cure heaves,
ing account of her “ pets.” While house glanders and botts. I can hardly wait
cleaning the fall previous, she found four till George gets the botts, so that I can
full-grown buffalo bugs, and wishing to bring out my little red volume and win
know what did finally became of them, him back to life and joy again. Italso
she determined to watch. A home was gives other information. Any one with
arranged for them under the tumbler, and this bdok in the house, can go to work and
they were left to their own devices. As a take a person right through a long siege
result of her experiment she had four skins, of crcfup or yellow fever without a doctor,
such as all housekeepers are familiar and there’s a whole lot of law in it, so
with, and four beetles. As it was im that George won’t have to have a lawyer
possible for the bugs to escape, and or a doctor, and we can save a great deal
equally impossible for anything to get that way. Why will people fritter away
beneath the tumbler, the answer to the their money on doctors and lawyers when
question what became of the four bugs is they can get ope of these books so cheap.
simply this: Four bugs— four beetles x
Yesterday our landlady gave me a slip
four skins. During my stay we watched of oleander, and I have planted it in a
the tumbler very closely, and at length cute little pitcher in the window, where it
discovered eggs, very minute particals is slowly growing as I write. It hardly
something like grains of red pepper, and seems possible that some day it will be a
which, when crushed, leave a red or brick- large tree with little yellow knobs on it.
colored mark. After laying the eggs, the
A ll we need now is a home and some
beetle’s work is done, and death seems furniture, for I have already secured the
to follow. Now having found these eggs oleander.
in my own house, I know the rest of the
I bought some rhubarb at the drug
process. A small white louse is the next store tnis morning, and tomorrow I will
stage; then a dark streak down the back make a couple of pies. George is passion
appears, followed by dark stripes on the ately fond of rhubarb pies.

ECONOMY IN BODICES
How A Wise Woman Makes One Do for
Two S kirts.

A wise woman whose winter frock was
brown, and whose spring frock is to be
the inevitable blue serge, has had made a
silk waist which will harmonize with
either.
It is of shepherd’s plaid silk in brown,
lemon and dark blue. The brown aud
blue checks are very dark but give a
shaded effect to the whole. It is made
simply, with a shirred round yoke; bish
ops sleeves and a stock collar.
But a supplementary collor of brown vel
vet tabs edged with narrow7 gold galloon,
adjustable cuffs to match, and a folded
brown velvet girdle, make the waist ready
for wear with the brown crepon skirt,
while a blue velvet set answers the same
purpose for the blue frock.
The

Inflammable
Nature
Flannel.

of

Cotton

Dr. Cassanova, of Bourges, calls atten
tion to the dangerous qualities of cotton
flannel, an article in constant use, especitlly in the apparel of women and chil
dren, and cites three recent cases occurring
in his practice in support of his observa
tion as to the highly inflammable nature
of this fabric. It is not easily ignited by
contact with a live coal, but a blaze of a
match or lamp will cause it to flash like
gunpowder. His warning on this matter
is very timely and important.
SUET

P L U M P U D D IN G .

One cup of chopped suet; one cup boil
ing water; one teaspoonful of soda stirred
into one cup of molasses; one teaspoonful
of salt; half a teaspoonful of allspice and
one teaspoonful of cinnamon, flour to
make a moderately stiff batter and then
add one cup of seeded and chopped raisins
and a cup and a half of currants. Steam
three hours in a buttered pudding mould,
Eat with “ Snow-drift Sauce.”
S N O W -D R IF T SA U C E .

Half a cup of beaten butter until white;
one cup of pulverized sugar stirred in
gradually and beaten to a cream. Pile it
in a glass dish, grate a little nutmeg over
it, and set it where it will cool.
Auburn.

Miss

E

l iz a b e t h

L o w ell .

GO LD C A K E .

Tw o cups not quite full of flour, the
yolks of four eggs, one cup of sugar, onehalf cup of butter, one-half cup of sweet
milk, one-half teaspoonful soda, one tea
spoonful cream tartar, flavor to taste.
White frosting.
S IL V E R C A K E .

Tw o cups flour, the whites of four eggs,
one cup of sugar, X cup of butter, onehalf cup of sweet milk, one teaspoonful
cream tartar, one-half teaspoonful soda,
flavor to taste. Use chocolate frosting.
I. M. H.
A

S P R I N G D ISH F R O M C A N N E D

VEGETABLES.

Fill an earthern pudding dish with al
ternate layers of corn and tomatoes, each
about an inch thick. Season each layer
with salt, pepper and butter. Sprinkle
the dish when full with grated bread
crumbs and bits of butter. Cover the dish
with a plate and bake in a moderately hot
oven twenty minutes, then remove the
cover and bake fifteen minutes longer.
Have a P lant In Your Room.

Have a growing plant in your home, if
the home is but one room. Take care of
it, clipping its leaves as they grow sere,
watering it each day, and digging the
earth about its roots when digging is
necessary. A plant imparts an air of
cheerfulness and daintiness which bric-abrac is powerless to lend. It may be an
azalea and it may be nothing more than a
pink geranium, but it is bound to be at
tractive. Moreover, says the New York
World, as plants thrive on the gases that
are hurtful to human beings, it is not a
bad plan to have one or more in a room
to absorb those erases.
A German florist says: “ If your plants
don’t do well warm their feet.”
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Mr. P. O. Stanley, who has made new
and important discoveries in perfecting
the Roentgen rays, is a Maine boy and a
Franklin county boy from Kingfield.

a quarter of an hour ago. Then you wrrap
a little of the fern or spicewood leaves
about the paper, wrap another piece of
brown paper around all, and bury your
herb-enshrouded trout at the bottom of
the red-hot bed of ashes. Then you go to
the creek and take that little flat bottle of
yours and walk over to the spring and
tamper with it gently.
By the time you have got back to the
cabin and set your table you can think of
uncovering your breakfast. When the
trout comes out from the ashes, and you
have taken its wrapping off, it looks so
much as it did the minute it left the water
and lay gasping on the grassy bank that
you can scarcely believe it is not only dead
but cooked. And there is his natural
smell, sweet and penetrating, which the
ferns kept from wasting away. You take
your sharp knife and cut your trout open
in the belly.. There are its “ innards”
shriveled up into a little wad. They all
come out together, and your trout is as
clean as can be, and none of its na turalness
is gone. You take the trout, place it on a
piece of birch bark, if you can get it, if not,
on your platter, with fern all around it,
and then when you eat it you are eating a
t r o u t that has been c o o k e d , and if you don’t
believe it, try it.

PHILLIPS LOCALS.
We call your attention to our article in
another column relating to the turningMrs. W. H. Fultz has returned from her
down of the Rangeleys at the New York visit to Portland and vicinity.
Exposition. It is a calm and careful re
Dan. Libby is to build a barn on the
view of the whole matter and entirely un
land he bought of N. C. Brackett.
colored by e jc -p a r t c treatment.
The Brick Store is having a refrigerator
built at the back part of the store, and is
A Granger from Milo!
tearing out the old one.
A granger in Milo
Built him a silo.
Even the oldest inhabitaut cannot re
A big one and built very nice.
member when the snow disappeared so
He filled it with corn
suddenly as within the last few days. As
To keep his stock on
a result the river runs bank full.
Then went and played cards and shook
The pulp wood has been removed from
dice.
the street leading to the depot, and the
His w ife was so good
yard is about cleared. Quite a quantity
She sawed all the wood,
is still to be brought in on wlieeles.
And watered the stock there in Milo.
And when they got lank
She raised up a plank.
And fed them a whack from the silo.
He often would chide her.
W hen full of hard cider.
And one day her patience gave out.
She caught up a brick.
And hit him a lick.
And it w afted his soul up the spout.

*

The marriage of Mr. Walter S. Toothaker and Miss Lillian Hinkley, daughter
of Mr. M. S. Hinkley, took place Wednes
day evening of last week, at eight o’clock
at the house recently purchased by Mr.
Toothaker, located at the upper village,
and fitted up for their new home. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. W. A.
Nottage, pastor of the Methodist church
of Phillips. The guests were limited to
families of the contracting parties. Re
freshments were served. It was a very
pleasant occasion.
Lack of space prevents us giving a list
of the presents which were both num 'ous
and costly.
#
Mr. and Mrs. Toothaker have the hearty
congratulations of the their many friends
and best wishes for their future happiness.

z

*

$

*

The moral of this
Friends, do not miss.
K eep clear o f old cider and high-low.
Or you may soon or late.
Get a brick o ’er your pate.
And follow this granger of Milo.
A. M. T.

Trout Cooking Unapproachable.
Well, having caught your trout, says a
writer in the New York Times, you gaze
at him awhile as he lies there in the grass.
The sun has come up in the meantime and
is peeping at your prize through the open
ings in the leaves, making his gold and
crimson to sparkle again and again. Then
you run your fingers through his gills and
carry him to the cabin. You lay him
lightly on the moss, keeping your hands
off him. Near the cabin there is surely
sweet-fern growing, and you can smell it.
Perhaps there is a clump or two of spicewood. If so, ail the better. You pick
some sprigs of sweet-fern, or some spicewood, or both, and place them at the side
of the trout. Then take a piece of clean
brown paper and cover it nicely with the
fresh butter that perhaps your Mary made
and which is in the little stone jar that
you sank in the spring at the edge of the
alder thicket lasti night. You cover the
paper thick' with the butter and sprinkle
pepper and salt on it. Then you wrap the
..rout in it. just as it came from the brook

NEAR O U TL E T OF RANGELEY LAKE,
In the Center

o
fthe

H u n tin g and Fishing Country.

Is one of the finest hotels in thi2 region.
bled since the season of 1895.

Capacity more than dou

No better place can lie found for

those who want boating, fishing, life in the woods, beautiful drives
and walks, with the convenience o f daily mails, telephone connec
tions, fiirst-class table, pure spring water and the best o f beds.

Send

for descriptive circular.
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W . N. Boylston. 0 trout, 4714. Largest 8?-£.
William P. Robinson, Melrose, 0.
W alter Farmer, Arlington Heights, 98 trout F. G. Youngling, Pottsville, 5\i.
weighing more than 200 lbs., largest 514 tbs.
A . G. Wormelsdorf. Pottsville, 5*4.
O. L. Simpson, New York. 1 trout. 8?i tbs.
Mrs. A . A . Sargent. Haverhill, 7*4Geo. E Keith. Brockton, 1 .6 /. .
Mr. A . A . Sargent, tw o at one cast, weighing
P. B. Keith. Brockton. 1. G‘4 10 lbs.
John Farmer, W oonsocket. 6 lb. (salmon).
Willard N ye, Jr., N ew Bedford, 7!-,.
C. R. Hoopes. Philadelphia, 6%.
H. Bisbee, Florida. 5*4.
T. Johnston. Wilmingiton, Del., 5 lbs.
Geo. W . W heeler. Farmington, 6**4.
Miss Grace Hobart, E. Bridgwater, Mass.. 6.
George Churchill, Brockton. 5*4.
The undersigned has leased the Mooselookmeguntic House for two years, and it will be
thoroughly renovated and refitted throughout. The log house will be taken down and the
guides’ house will be moved to its place and remodelled into a neat winter cottage. Other
important enanges and additions too numerous to mention beie will be made before the fishing
season opens. Special rates will be made to families.

B . H. W HOM BB, Mvoprictoi', H A I N E S ’ l a n d i n g .

G o in g

Supt. W . A. N ottage; Assistant Supt.. F. G.
Atw ood; S e c ’y and Treasurer, Mrs. E. J. Ross;
Librarian, Guy Everett; Assistant Librarian,
Bertha Ross.

■*

M o u n tain View H ouse,

to R A N G B J L B Y V

The ‘‘Merchant of Venice” Was given by
the students of Bates College last week
in Lewiston. The play was well staged, Well, if you are, why not go by the............................
excellently acted and was a financial suc
cess. Abner Hinkley, ’98, took the part of
M o s t F*l&aseiii t R o 11 t o V
Salami.
Leave the cars at Phillips and enjoy a carriage drive through 20 iniies of the Switzer
The officers elected in the M. E. Sunday land of America. Ten miles shorter than the rail-route, and far more beautiful
school for the present year are as follows: scenery.......................................

They scooped up a hole
On a dry gravel knoll.
And laid him away there in Milo.
Now she’s boss on the farm.
And it works like a charm
And she still feeds the stock from the
silo.

*

ADS OF INTEREST TO SPORTSMEN.

A Pleasant W e d d in g .

W ,. /. R o s s ’is L iv e r y

Stable

Can furnish you the best single or double or four-liorse hitch, with or without driver,
at reasonable rates. For further information write to or call on

W.

J.MOSS,

Me.

O. W . Barrett,

Builder of Rangeley Boats and Canoes.
Regular Sizes of Routs from 12 to 17 feet in Length. Weight from 05 to 140 Lbs.
Prices from $20 to $100.—C e d a r C a n o e s . Length from 10 to 16 feet; W eight from 18 to 60 lbs.
Prices from $18 to 840.— C a n v a s s C a n o e s , 15. 16, 17 and 18 feet in Length: W eight from 60 to
85 lbs. Prices frym $25 to $40. All Work and Stock Warranted.
I also make the Best R o w - L o c k m a d e f o r fishing o r p l e a s u r e r o w i n g . O a k s . P a d d l e s , & c ..
in stock at all times.
R e m e m b e r , I b u i l d t h e B e s t F i n i s h e d B o a t b u i l t in t h e R a n g e l e y R e g io n .

Over at the mouth of the Kennebec last
week the man who had never seen snow
W rite for Circulars to
shoes, and came upon the marks which
they had left in the snow near the shore, o . W . B A R R E T T ,
R a n g e le y , M a in e .
decided that they must be “cod-fish
tracks,” and nobody has yet disabused
him of that notion. Perhaps he is a cousin
K A M S
T Ar a r i « p o r t e i t i o r Y !
to the fellow from the interior who re
fused to believe that a freshly caught cod
r M E E T A L L TH R O U G H T R A IN S A T R A N G E L E Y .
what it was represented to him to be,
Sportsmen desiring to be carried with their baggage from the station to any given point,
saying that he had seen lots of cod-fish
and they were all fat and three-cornered will find my team in readiness at all regular trains for their accommodation. Patronage
and you couldn’t fool himl— L e w i s t o n J o u r  solicited, and the best attention given to passengers and baggage.

and

nal

O .

I).

H I N K L K Y ,

R n rijg fc lo y .

M «t.
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RANGELEY LAKES
MAINE HUNTER’S GUIDE
Bert Herrick of Rangeley Calls on Many
Friends in Worcester.
[W orcester (Mass.) Daily SpyJ.

W ith th e S portsm en.
A flock of fully 50 ducks was seen from
Augusta, flying north Tuesday afternoon.
The oldest inhabitants had never seen such
a large one.
Reports from the valleys between Kennebago and Seven Ponds say that in
many places deer tracks are thicker than
sheep tracks in a barn yaad.

The latest arrangement about location
of cottages on the hotel grounds is to
have them face the hotel and be built 100
feet from each other, but no street be
tween them and the hotel, simply a plank
walk.
Now begins the betting and guessing as
to when the ice goes out. There are a
few days in May that have been skipped
by the’ guessers. Remember the offer we
made, R a n g e l e y L a k e s one year free to
the first one who names the day on which
the ice lfeaves Rangeley Lake. It costs
you nothing to register your guess.

A Waterville party consisting of Sum
ner Rowe, C. C. Dow, John Hamilton and
Charles Sloper, came in from Great Pond
Monday afternoon, bringing with them 13
trout weighing about four pounds each
besides nearly two hundred perch, and
bass and pickerel. It was the largest
Will Grant, Ed. Lowell and Rufe
catch of fish ever brought to Waterville Crosby came out from Seven Ponds Mon
from Great Pond.
day, after staying in there for nearly four
weeks. Everything is ready for the sea
The fox hunting season has closed and
son at the camps, except putting together
the hunters declare that it has been the
the camp for the female help, the lumber
poorest for years. “ What is the cause of
for which has been hauled and fitted.
the scarcity of this animal?” was asked
Coming down the Seven Ponds stream
Col. O. N. Blackington, of Augusta, one
of the most successful of the hunters. “ I they found the water at the highest pitch
tnat any of them ever saw. A t Forest
think that, in some measure, at any rate,
Home Camp, at the Big Boat Landing,
it is due to the practice of poisoning
which I am convinced, is carried on by the water was so high that they pushed
some farmers, to obtain the pelts. This is the boat in through the door and landed
a beggarly practice, and contrary to law, on top the stove, the only thing above
water. The alder swamp at the foot of
which provides that it shall not be done
Kennebago is completely submerged and
within a certain number of miles of any
you can paddle a canoe anywhere over
building, which is enough to exclude it
the tops of the bushes.
from this section. This may not be the
A youngster over in Minot is exhibiting
only reason for the falling off, as, like
many other kinds of game, there are good a sadly tattered suit of clothes and some
good big scratches and has a story to go
seasons and bad ones.”
with them. He was chopping cord wood
Freman Samuel Moor, of the Shawmont
in a densely wooded tract last Saturday
pumping station, claims to own the most
and was thinking of starting home for
wonderful cat in existence. Tabby was
supper when he saw a loupcervier sitting
raised around the works, "and from a
on fallen tree arid regarding him with eyes
kitten was a great pet of the employers.
as staring and expressionless as saucers.
Every rat or mouse that formerly made
The boy at first did not know what sort
depredations on the men’s dinner baskets
has been caught by the agile mouser. After of an animal this astonishing creature
all the rodents had been exterminated might be, but concluded that it was one
Tabby began to forage around the neigh of those wicked creatures called wild-cats
and of which every Maine youth has a
borhood for something moit palatable
healthy horror. The boy thinking that
than the cast-off bread crusts and closelythe animal meant mischief advanced on
picked bones supplied by the men. It was
him
with his axe and succeeded in striking
soon observed that fish of the carp species
constituted her favorite diet. How she the loupcervier a glancing blowr. This
caught them was a matter of no small angered the creature who up to this time
mystery until Monday last, when Sam had done nothing except stare at the
preceived her sitting on the river bank youth. With a vicious snarl it leaped
where the hot water runs runs from the upon him and gave him with its sharp
station. In a jiffy sne crawled at some claw's as thorough a curry-combing as he
thing in the water, and much to the as ever got in his life. After this brief and
tonishment of the fireman, she pulled out spirited engagement the loupcervier got
away with a whole skin, leaving the boy
a two-pound fish.
to make his way home in a panicky state
Last Saturday afternoon as (Jarl and of mind. He told his story and shov'ed
Percy Bird, two boys were, were strolling his tattered garments and since then *the
along the shore in Northport, their steeps hunters have been skirmishing. The boy
were abruptly arrested by a sudden spring says that the varmint looked like a huge
of a deer from the bank above them, fol dog, and could hop like a flea.
lowed by a dog. The animal quickly en
tered the water and swimming a short
“ Wheels.”
distance toward tne bluff went ashore
and up the bank. By this time the boys
The famous Wheel of Life, which a few
had recovered their bewildered sences and weeks ago was issued by The Boston
began running in the direction the deer Sunday Herald, is being weekly supple
had taken. As the elder boy was running mented by the issue of 12 new group? of
along the bank he stubbed his toe and fell figures. Next week the star' feature will
headlong, right at the feet of auother deer be the Dancing Skeleton, which Prof.
that was hiding in a little hollow. Which Pepper immortalized. The illusion is pro
was the more surprised, the boy or the duced in a much simpler way, but the re
deer, we cannot say, but according to the sult is exactly the same. A skeleton of a
boys’ story the deer was the first to re man is seemingly endowed with life, and
cover his equilibrium and dart away in dances with a vigor that would tire a live
the direction taken by his mate. These man. Then there are flying birds, dancing
are supposed to be the same deer which darkies, and a number of mechanical trips
have been frequently reported around that seem past explanation. A ll these
Northport and Belfast the past six and the best Newspaper in New- England
months. Who knows that Waldo county will be yours if you will buy the Boston
won’t have some shooting yet?
Sunday Herald of April 26.

Bert Herrick of Rangeley. Me., one of
the best known guides in the Rangeley
Lakes and Dead river region, is in the
city for a few' days, the guest of Vernon
F. Prentice. He hgs been in Gardner
since last Thanksgiving in the employ of
the Heywood Brothers & Co., chair
manufacturers, and is now on his way
home. Mr. Herrick is a very pleasant,
clean-cut young man of 25 years, and
w'hat he does not know about the fish and
game region of Maine from Umbagog
Lake to the Spencer ponds, is not worth
knowiug. He has guided more Worcester
sportsmen than any other Rangeley guide,
among them being Loring Coes, Worces
ter’s veteran angler: W . H. Berns, E. H.
Vaughan, S. Hamilton Coe, E. T. Smith,
James Bigelow, Henry Farrar, E. R.
Mitchell, Dr. Lemuel Woodward, John
Bisco, Otis Putnam and J. B. Goodell.
Mr. Herrick is making it his pleasant
duty to call upon all his friends here, and
the latter are very glad to meet their
guide of many seasons outside the camp.
Mr. Herrick dropped into the Spy office
Wednesday afternoon, for a brief call.
During the summer months he is quite a
constant reader of the Spy as the Worces
ter sportsmen have the paper sent to them
in camp. •'Speaking of the present season,
Mr. Herrick expects the ice to leave the
lakes a little earlier than usual, not later
than May 10. He will leave for the north
on Saturday, and will be ready to meet
his friends as soon an the lakes are clear
from ice.
SOME FEATHERED HERDERS.

’

Birds th a t Combine to Corral Fish and
Insects.

People who casually glance into national
history stories run up against facts which
they laugh at as being , the creation of
somebody’s fevered imagination. Even
sportsmen’s papers have scoffed editori
ally at truthful accounts of doings of
bird or animal. Recently T h e S u n con
tained an article from the P o p u l a r S c ie n c e
N e w s about a bird that herded sheep and
tended fowls like a shepherd dog.
“ Well, that’s the steepest!” said a
Brooklynite when he had read it.
“ How so?” was asked.
“ Why, the idea of a fool bird’s tending
a flock of sheep. What everlasting lies
they do print, don’t they?”
“ Dogs tend sheep, don’t they?” was
asked.
“ Why, yes, of course, but dogs have
brains and birds haven’t.”
As a matter of fact, there is nothing a
dog can do which birds do not do, and
there are a good many things birds do
naturally which dogs have to be taught to
do. The reason dog stories are believed,
a naturalist says, is that dogs are familiar
companions and well observed, while birds
because of lack of observation, are much

less known, and the things they do seem
impossible to the novice.
There are three varieties of water birds
and one land bird, at least, which are
natural herders. Swans, cormorants, and
pelicans gather in flocks of their own
kind, have a confab, then stretch out in a
line across the mouth of a bayou with
their bills all pointing up the bayou. Once
marshalled in proper form the birds flap
their wings and tails till the water flies,
and make all sorts of vocal sounds, swim
ming up the bayou all the time. The first
observers of this habit thought the birds
were certainly crazy, but after a while
method was observed in the apparent
madness. Then it was called a “ marvel
lous instinct.” The splashing scared the
fish and they fled up the bayou into the
shallow water, follow'ed closely by the
birds. While most of the flock held the
fish in the shallow water by a continuous
splashing, two or three of the birds went
in among the fish and gathered into their
pouches, or claws, enough for a mess,
when they joined the driving line and
their places were taken by other birds till
all were well fed.
Turkeys, both tame and wild, go along
in a cured line, one deep and just clear of
each other, scaring up the grasshoppers,
which fly to right or left and are struck
quickly by the turkeys in front of which
they alight.
One or two instances are reported where
sandhill cranes have done likewise out on
the prairies, so probably they, too, are
herders.
In this line probably the most extra
ordinary feat is that of several hawks
near Las Animas, N. M., reported by F.
T . Webber to the F o r e s t a n d S t r e a m in
March, 1892. A telephone line had been
run from the town to a ranch some dis
tance away. In that locality the hawks
are unusually abundant, and there are
also numerous flocks of small birds there.
Getting beyond a large flock of small
birds the hawks come sweeping toward
them in such a fierce way as to cause the
small birds to rise and flee in terror be
fore them. In their excitement the small
birds do not notice the wire, and many a
one is driven against it and killed or
crippled, to become food for the kawks.
That the hawks know what they are
about is shown by the fact that they do
not pursue the birds further than the tele
phone wire, or if they do, it is only when
none falls. In this case the hawks en
deavor to get beyond the fleeing birds to
turn them back toward the wire, much as
cowboys turn stampeding cattle. — T h e
Sun.

To destroy lice on birds, take common
fly powder and rub it into the birds’
feathers, repeating every other day. Do
not let the birds bathe until the next day
after using it, then let them dry a little
and powder them again. When there are
nests in the cage, they should be removed
as quickly as possible, but if you have
young birds, or birds sitting, sprinkle
powder in the nests.
B.
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SENATOR MORRILL’ S S6TH
The “ Smart Set” and the Bicycle
Meet.
[ Special Correspondence o f R a n g eley L akes ] .

races.” Judge Tourgee’s client claims to
be one-eighth African and seven-eights
Caucasian, and was ejected from the white
coach on the East Louisiana Railroad.
He brought a suit for damages. Judge
Tourgee is still a handsome man, but not
so strikingly so as he was when he made
his first and greatest literary success,
something like twenty years ago. He
says he isn’t doing much in the literary
line at present.
Although the fact is not generally
known there are many rare and valuable
historic tapestries owned in Washington.
Among them may be mentioned a set of
three of the Diana series which -were pre
sented by King Louis of France, to Cardi
nal Bai’berini, who was Papal legatee to
France, in 1625. This set was used to
drape the platform from which Mr. W.
Hudson Shaw yesterday afternoon de
livered the first of a series of lectures on
“Florence from Dante to Michael Angelo”
under the auspicies of Lady Pauncefote,
Mrs. Olney, Mrs. Carlisle and a number of
other prominent society women. Post
master General Wilson introduced Mr.
Shaw, who is an English scholar of
reputation.

W a s h i n g t o n . D. C., Apr. 15, 1896.
Baby Marion escaped the measles, and
Esther and Ruth had them so slightly
that they are already convalescent. But
Mrs. Cleveland still remains with them at
Woodley and has canceled several social
engagements she had for this week, in one
instance turning over a box she had pur
chased for an amateur theatrical perform
ance by a company made up of Washing
ton, Baltimore and Philadelphia society
people to Mrs. Westinghouse. As a mat
ter of precaution visitors are still barred
out of Woodley, but by next week this
restriction will probably be removed,
and the pleasant little lunch parties which
Mrs. Cleveland knows so well how to give
will be resumed. There is nothing formal
about these small gatherings and nobody
is ever asked except the close personal
friends of the hostess.
Once a year the greater portion of the
official society of Washington passes
FREMONT’S EMANCIPATION.
through the drawing rooms of the modest
residence, opposite Thomas circle, of Sen
ator and Mrs. Justin Smith Morrill, in Dr. Walker T ells Some Almost Unknown
Facts of National Importance.
order to offer congratulations on the
Senator’s birthday and wishes for many
Dr. Mary E. Walker, in her lecture last
happy returns. This year was no excep
tion to the rule. The Senator was 86 yes Friday, gave some new facts in history,
terday, and last night from 9 to 12 held a that are of intense interest to the Ameri
reception which was attended by several can people.
thousand people. Mr. Morrill has been in • While it was known in the time of the
Congress for forty years, ten in the House war, that Gen. John C. Fremont had some
and thirty in the Senate, and if there is a trouble with the secretary of war, little
man in either branch of Congress who can was known in regard to the facts in the
be truly said to have not a single personal case. After its close, the chief of Fre
enemy that man is he. This is really ex mont’s staff, Colonel Ellis (whose widow
traordinary, when one remembers the bit resides in Indianapolis, Ind.,) gave the
ter partisan fights and exciting scenes in following information to Dr. Walker, in
which he has been a prominent character. the presence of his wife: “ General Fre
Mr. Morrill is well preserved and performs mont called his officers together, and read
the arduous duties of Chairman of the his ‘Anti-slavery Proclamation,’ and asked
Senate Finance committee without ap them what they thought of it. His chief,
of staff made no reply, and the general
parent fatigue or inconvenience.
If those people, not in society, who spoke to him personally as to his opinion,
bought tickets to the swell bicycle meet and was answered that he declined to an
did not know that their money went to swer. Fremont then said ‘I command you
aid that most deserving charity, the to give your opinion!’ Colonel Ellis then
Hospital for Incurables, they would cer pronounced it a masterly stroke, and said,
tainly consider that they had been bun General, that will cost you your head, for
coed. They expected to have seen all the President Lincoln and Secretary Stanton
howling sw'ells, male and female, of the will not submit to your taking such glory l
“ smart set” in the grand march on wheels, but Fremont did not believe that there
but instead of the several hundred there was such a want of true patriotism in
were by actual count just 58 and instead Washington, and he did publish the same
of the expected wonderful exhibition^ the in the western army where they were.”
Weeks after Horace Greeley went to
evolutions they went through, although
decidedly pretty, were simple enough to Washington and lectured in the Smithso
have been directed by any high school boy nian institute, on ‘War Measures.’ Dr.
as well as they were by Lt. Stanton, U. Walker was present and there was a well
S. A. The other features of the meet did filled hall of people from all parts of the
not differ much from those found upon country. A curtain was placed so as to
every other similar occasion.
Society exclude a part of the people sitting on the
was there in full force, but as spectators platform. Those excluded were President
nofexhibitors. It is said that it was the Lincoln and Secretary Stanton.
But before Mr. Greeley closed, he read
original intention of more than 200 society
women to take^part in the grand march, the Anti-slavery Proclamation and the
but that the number steadily dwindled whole audience gave a tremendous ap
ever since it became known that President plause. The lecture with this finale was
Cleveland had objected to wives of mem for the express purpose of getting the con
bers of the Cabinet taking part. From a sensus of opinion, regarding the country
society point of view the meet was a suc sustaining the administration in making
cess; from a non-society point of view it said proclamation, and when Greeley com
was a fake, because it failed to come up to menced, “ I Abraham Lincoln, etc.,” the
President heard with delight, behind that
advance announcements.
curtain,
what he thought the whole coun
A gentleman once widely known by rea
son of his having written “ A Fool’s E r try would think, and do, and the “Procla
rand,” and “ Bricks Without Straw,” and mation” was issued in accordance with
by his numerous fool’s errands in the pub the same.
lishing line and attempts to do more diffi
The Franklin county commissioners were
cult things than to make bricks without in session here one day last week, and ap
straw, turned up in Washington this proved the location of the Rumford Falls
week, and some people think he is here on and Rangeley Lakes Railroad, so far as it
Another fool’s errand. The gentleman in runs within the limits.of this county. A
question Is Judge Albion W. Tourgee, and plan of the route from the point where it
his business in Washington was to argue enters Franklin county to# the terminus,
before the Supreme Court a case involvihg was filed. The line leaves Oxford county,
the constitutionality of the Louisiana law in the town of Byron and .runs through
providing that all railways in the state Letter D. Plantation (Franklin county),
thence through Rangeley Plantation to
shall provide “equal but separate accom Bemis.
The' distance is some eight or ten
modations for the white and colored miles.— C h r o n ic le .
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Ladies will do well to remamber those dates,
for at that time

Mrs. H. H. DILL
W ill be prepared io show the Ladies o f Rangeley and vicinity the
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NEW AND NOBBY

Spring and Summer

I can sell parties who are desirous o f locating
in California, R eal Estate in any quantity from
5 to 1000 or m ore acres, situated In. what I c o n 
sider the best part o f California, from 20 to 50
miles from the ocean, just brought Into the
market by the Coast Line R. R. from San
F rancisco to Los Angelos. I do not urge p e o 
ple to leave Maine, but if any are com ing here.
I can help them to land at from $5 to $50 per
acre, as good as can be bought In other parts
o f the state for $-100 per acre. Climate fine.
W ell w ooded, pine and oak. Good w ater.
This is the best chance for a poor man to get
land and make a start o f any p lace I have seen
in this state. F or particulars write or call on
me.
Address.
S E W A R D DILL,
Soquel,
Santa Cruz Co.,
California; or
A . R. BOOTH.
El Paso
de Robles,
San Louis Obispo
\ Co., Cal.
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RANGELEY LAKES.
A

M USKR AT

STORY.

H o w T h e y A re K ille d in E ast B u ck sp o rt.
I n c id e n ta l R e fe r e n c e to T oni
H e w e y ’ s Rig; Snake.
|East Buckspont L etter to the Sun].
Tom Hewey’s discovery of a ring-neck
snake of “ twenty feet long, and as big
around as a water pail” on the side of
Indian Hill last Saturday afternoon has
kept the residents of this place in a state
of anxiety ever since, and lias indirectly
led to the practical extermination of all
the muskrats in Hancock county. From
a time which is now too old to remember,
on until to-day, the waters around the
foot of Indian Hill have been famous for
their big bullfrogs and sleek muskrats.
A man standing on top of this hill, which
is a mile back from the cross-roads water
ing trough, can fire a sixteen-shot’ maga
zine rifle and hit sixteen different ponds,
every one of which is a prosperous* musk
rat nursery, whereiti are raised pelts
enough to furnish all the standing army
of the United States with fur overcoats.
Though no one seriously doubts that
muskrat skins were made for muskrats,
the length of time which these animals
wear their coats depend wholly upon the
market quotations of peltry. For in
stance, when skins are cheap, the country
side children go barefooted until late in
the fall, and take off their shoes and
stockings long befort the house-banking is
removed in tlye spring; but let the price of
fur go up one-half and a bai'e foot boy is
hard to find even'in July, while an unskin
ned muskrat is a novelty worth waiting
all night to see.
So it comes to pass that a man— though
a wayfarer and a dullard— can tell the
state of the fur market by observing the
people. If tatters and semi-nudity prevail,
the muskrats are warmly clad; but if the
residents are well dressed then one may
know for sure that the poor animals have
given up both clothing and life for the
prosperity of mankind.
Hewey’s discovery of the snake was
unfortunate for the .reason that he has
just learned in Bangor that muskrat skins
had gone up in the market from dull at 20
cents to 40 and 50 cents sharp; and know
ing that his neighbors, who would hunt
muskrats, would naturally fear to meet
the snake, he has brought out six cases
of beer as well as several jug1, of fluid
which was neither molasses nor kerosene..
Forgetting to consult the almanac, a score
or so of1men and boys started for the
streams Sunday morning, and reaching
favorable places they divided up into
small parties for the purpose of hunting
muskrats by the Long Pond metlfod. As
is well known to the naturalists, the
muskrat, though breathing air, passes a
good portion of the winter and spring
months under the ice of ponds, where it
deposits bubbles of atmosphere at con
venient places. Then, if a muskrat wants
to cross a pond, it simply dives under the
ice with its lungs full of air, and swims to
the next reservoir, where the vitiated
atmosphere is exchanged for fresh, and so
keeps on swapping breaths until it gets
to the end of the journey.
These bubbles of air, left between the
ice and water, soon become fresh and
ready to use again, so by having a few
hundred such stations muskrats can go all
over the pond without fear of suffocation.
T^e hunters who are familiar with the
ways of muskrats take advantage of this
habit, and when the ice is not too thick
the}- will stand by a bubble and wait un
til their prey comes along, when a quick
blow with the edge of an axe liberates
the bubble and stuns the animal, so that
it can be easily caught. As one man can
readily watch a half a dozen bubbles in
clear ice at the same time, and as a. smart
boy is as good as, or better than a man,
the number of pelts captured in a day,
bring in a good income, even 'when fur is
cheap. To do away with this form of kill
ing through the early winter ice, the
Maine game laws have lately been changed,

so that close time on muskrats continues
to March 1st and begins again May 1st,
allowing but two months open season in
the year.
It was a charitable law, made for tlie
purpose of preserving the muskrat from
extinction, but it failed to work this year.
The winter was a cold one, and by the
middle of February the ice was so thick
th5t it could defy anything from a teninch rifle shot to a cathode ray. Then a
warm rain came on and the hill prespired
for nearly a week, and. when the next cold
snap arrived there was five feet of water
over the pond ice, so that the freeze re
sulted in a six-inch crust of ice on top, a
deep stratum of water below, then the old
ice which had been forming all winter, and
finally the water of the pond still lower
down.
This shallow pond between the two par
titions of ice was turned into a playground
for the muskrats until the hunters found
them out, then it was made over for a
slaughter housp. Nearly a thousand pelts
were secured in one week from Long Pond,
and the* hunters were doing equally well
on the other ponds, when a lazy genius
invented a plan of wholesale extermina
tion. His name was Bob Clark, and
though a pelt hunter by profession, he
spent most of his time in emptying beerbottles as a safeguard against the great
snake of Indian Hill, which was reported
to be roaming down the slope toward’the
pond.
Beer, which is said to .deaden the wits
of most men, served to quicken Clark’s
ideas, and when he had made ‘away with
two cases an inspiration met him head on.
Putting quicklime into empty bottles and
pouring in all the water they would hold,
he securely fastened the rubber caps, and
propped the compound through the ice.
The wafer uniting with the lime, gener
ated steam and other gases, which put on
such a pressure that the bottles burst one
after another, lifting fragments of ice and
great masses of water high in air, and
killing nearly every fish and muskrat there
was in the pond.
The profits from this general .slaughter
were so great that a cart load of beer was
odored from Bangor, and when it was
duly sampled, they orga nized a grand hunt
for the big snake. Hewey went up along
the road and pointed out the spot where
the snake was lying on the side' of the
hill. Sticking their toes into cracked,
ledges and holding on by saplings, they
reached the reptile’s lair and found noth
ing but a crooked log, so glazed in ice as
to look like fish scales. The snake was
dead.

the others got a rope around the “ critter
which is now on exhibition in the local
’gator tank. It is larger than any alli
gator taken near Punta Gorda this year,
but owing to its pugnacity it has not yet
been measured.”

T o a quiet nook beside the brook
The angler does himself betake.
W ith eager hands he baits his hook.
And then in silence lies in it alt.
N ext day he .tells the number caught:
That they w ere large he's sure to state.
In the number truth is'set at naught,
And again ’tis true he lies in weight.

Our' friends of the paper “ Rangeley
Lakes” are entitled to the palm for
prise. Rangeley, Maine, was cut off from
its daily papers for nearly a week, and
Messrs. Dill stepped in and issued an ex
tra with full telephonic ne.ws.— B o s t o n m id
M a in e
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F u rb ish , Butler, 5t Cakes
W ill receiv e im mediate attention.
All our milk is put up ’ i

; o f glass

bottles,—each custom er’s by itself.
N o ONE GETS THE “ BOTTOM” OF OUR MILK.

Hunting L iv e ly A llig a to r s .

Hunting Florida alligators has a num
ber of charms that would be appreciated
by almost any one from a superintendent
of a menagerie to a true sportsman. To
be thoroughly enjoyed “ several 'ladies
should be present, who add £o the con
fusion with diverting.squeals andscreams,”
says one hunter.
A F o r e s t a n d S tr e a m writer tells how Mr.
and . Mrs. L. E. Lovejoy, Mr. and Mrs.
W. F. Veysey, Mrs. F. H. Abbott, Mr. J.
H. Concannon, and a guide got a ’gator
in Alligator Creek, near Punta Gordo, in
which there are a number of the reptiles.
The first one seen slumped into the creek,
but a “ little ways beyond was a ’gator’s
cave.”
i
Alligators are like angle worms, diggingdeep into the mud. Such a boring is cal
led a “ cave.” On digging into the “cave”
the alligator^ head was uncovered after a
While, a hook on the end of a pole was
yauglit in one foot, and “ he was ignominihiisly dragged forth.” It appears that
the alligator took things easy till .liis tail
was free, “ then there was a battle royal.”
An alligator handles his tail as a farmer
does a flail. One wipe landed on the
guidv's chest, and he landed in a mud
puddle, from which he was helped by the
sympathetic ladies, The return swing
caught Mr. Concannon fair, and it is said
that lie now sits on a pillow. Meantime,

ta

R a n g e le y L a k e s a n d

Tfae F ish erm a n .

i
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W ithout Their Share o f the Top.
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Rangeley Lake Steamboats.
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[For Saturday and Sunday time, see fo o t note].
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R a n g e l e y ..........................L v . 7.00
R a n g e l e y O u t l e t , ........L v . 9.00

2.30
4.30

N o t e .— The only exceptions to the above
are on Saturdays when boats d o not leave
Rangeley Outlet until 5.00 P .M . and on Sun
days when they leave Rangeley village at
7.30 A. M.

Rangeley Lakes,

may be chartered by private parties or for ex 
cursions. and trips will he mftde at any time o f
It is so, that I will give you the best trade in day or night, the charges for the same at all
%
times being reasonable.
, The Rangeley Steam boat Line is offered for
sale by its owners.

Harness,

Double or Single, that you can buy in Franklin
County.

J. W. Carlton,
UPPER VILLAGE. PH ILLIPS. ME.

LUTHER NILE,
K A X

: :

G E L E Y

Proprietor.
,

1YI I S .

___________1yI ______

HARRY F. REEDY,
I n s u r a n c e

13.

75 m c r y

I ’m t ts

AGENT.
Tow.il and Village P roperty Insured in

A tto r n e y 7' nt L a i r ,

P h illip s,

M a in e.

Reliable Companies.
PH ILLIPS.

:

:

:

;

MAINE.

W

RANGELEY LAKES

8

C onductor R obertson's train got stalled at
I A. J. Haley was in Farmington the last
T h e s p r in g r e p a ir in g is b e in g p u s h e d .
the washout near R eed ’s Mill Tuesday. Mr.
F. E. Tibbetts returned from Redington of the week.
R obertson walked to Phillips and had the
Harley Patterson came out from Seven Sandy River train go up and transfer.
Friday.
Society Notes, Rangeley.
Ponds
Monday.
Saturday, Apr. 25. Regular m eeting Rangeley
J. D. Huntoon returned from Phillips,
A pair o f H. T, Kimball’s horses received an
Commandery N o. 408, Order o f the Golden Monday.
The Rumford Falls <& Rangeley Lakes un expected "ducking” a t the foot o f Rangeley
' Cross. M eet in Church Vestry.
J. E. Haley was in from Parmacheene Railroad will soon want the railroad lake Tuesday, while attempting to get on the
W ednesday p. m.. May 6, Regular m eeting
commissioners to make an inspection of ice. Plenty o f help was at hand and the
Thursday.
W . C. T. U., at the Library.
their road to Rangeley lakes, preparatory horses w ere soon pulled out.
Capt. Barker’s tote teams came up from
Dr. Currier m oved out o f the house he has
for the opening of business. May 11, to de
Society Notes, Phillips.
Bemis, Friday.
sold to W hite Butler and Mr Butler m oved in
liver passengers at the foot of the lakes.
Monday, Apr. 27, Regular m eeting Mt. Abram
the same day. C onductor Robertson takes the
Hon. Joel Wilbur, of Phillips, was in
The P. & R. was ten minutes too late rent v acated by Mr. Butler and Chas. Barrett
Lodge, N o. (35. A. O. U. W . Hall in Bates
town over Sunday.
Monday
morning,
to
catch
the
Sandy
B lock.
takes the house Mr. Robertson leaves.
Charley Hinkley was in from Sandy River train. The delay was caused by a
Tuesday, Apr. 28. Mt. Saddleback Lodge, I. O.
The sawing o f birch squares was finished
River Plantation, Tuesday.
O. F., No. 92. Hall, Beal Block.
giving way of the fill at the big bend be Tuesday afternoon. Mr. Larrabee has saw ed
W ednesday, Apr. 29, Regular Commumcaion,
Dr. Brimigion, who is to succeed Dr. low Reed’s Mill. Conductor Robertson 300 cords, lacking a few feet. The average
Blue Mountain Lodge, No. 67, F. & A . M..
ran his train over it in safety, and before has been from 15 to 16 cords per day. The last
Currier, arrived in town Sunday.
at Masonic Hall.
the return heavy timbers had been placed day the men rushed and sawed 19 cord s in 9
Mrs.
Corneil
Ellis
went
to
Gardiner
Thursday, May 7, Regular m eeting Cushman
under the ties and the track raised to its hours.
Post, N o. 87, G. A . R.. at Grange Hall, at Tuesday for a two-week’s visit.
former position.
2.00 P. M.
Had a heavy thunder shower Thursday
We do Printing of all kinds promptly.
Thursday, May 7, Regular m eeting W om an’s
They are telling a good one on Ed.
evening and another Friday afternoon.
R elief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P. M.
Grant in connection with his recent visit
Mrs. Joel Hoar and children will leave
Saturday, Apr. 25, North Franklin Grange, N o.
A B IG C R O W D
to New York. One evening he attended
186, Patrons o f Husbandry, at Grange Hall. next week for their home in Skowhegan.
a Minstrel show and at a very thrilling
Saturday, May 2, Regular m eeting Phillips
The carpenter work in the new Rangeley part of the acts the black hero advanced A ttends the Special Tow n M e e t
Commandery, N o. 402, Order o f the GoldLake House dining-room is all completed, to the foot-lights and striking an attitude,
'e n Cross. Grange Hall.
in g M onday A ftern o o n .
Clifford Pillsbury commenced work last exclaimed “ I am Ed. Grant, the noted
Monday for Lewis Bowley, for the sum guide from Rangeley.” Ed. says it was
“ The biggest crow d I ever saw at a town
mer.
,
so quiet you could have heard a cannon, m eeting,” said the Oldest Inhabitant as he
Local Paragraphs.
H. A. Prescott, of Phillips, who has had one been fired.
stepped back from the ballot box at M onday's
A railroad trip from Rangeley to Red “ special.”
L. E. York, has gone to commence his been teaming down the lake, went out
with his horses Tuesday.
ington this week has almost equalled a The m eeting was called to elect a successor
summer’s work.
Hinkley
and
Adams
went
to
Stratton
journey through the swamps of southern to E. B. Currier, who resigned his positions as
A. G. Conant, of Strong, is working
first selectm an and pound-keeper on accoun t
to
settle
up
their
lumbering
business
Florida.
The streams along the roadside o f his leaving town.
for A. J. Haley.
Thursday, returning Friday.
have overflowed their banks, and in many
Tow n Clerk P roctor read the warrant and
Ed. Hoar is soliciting funds for the next
Lyman Kempton is having his house on places as far as the eye can reach it is but G. M. Esty was e lected m oderator.
year’s preaching.
The first ballot stood:
Lake street repainted. Joe Lamb and a watery waste, through which the drift
Ether Smith and Chauncy Haley were Board McCard are doing the work.
Total number o f v o te s .................. 136
stuff of the forest floats in among the tree ,
N ecessary for a c h o ic e ................. 69
in the village Wednesday.
trunks
or
lodges
in
branches.
Where
the
J.
R. T ooth aker.............................. 68
Charles Soule started for Pleasant
H. A . Furbish................................... 68
Herbert Vining, of Avon, is at work for Island Camps with a load. He found the water has subsided, streamers of long
This vote was so close that it was thought
A. J. Haley for the season.
ice unsafe for a team, left his load and re meadow grass cling to the branches much best to use the check-list. The next ballot
like the tree moss of the south. In many
Joe Ellis expects to be engineer on the turned.
places the water comes to the edge of the stood as follows:
steamer Irene this summer.
Total number o f v o te s ................... 143
Gard Hinkley has taken a rent in Aaron iron, sometimes even falling across the
N ecessary for a c h o ic e ................. 72
Miss Lucy Marble was in Phillips, F ri Soule’s house for the summer. He will be
H. A. Furbish.....................................75
track. Dead River stream, at the bridge
J. R. T ooth aker.............................. 68
day, the guest of Mrs. D. D. Aldrich.
associated with his father in the trucking above the station, stretched out to the
II
A
. Furbish was elected assessor and ov er
The keel for Capt. Barker’s new steamer business.
full breadth of the meadow and resembled seer o f the poor, and J. R. Toothaker was
It seems queer to see sleighs and sleds a fair sized lake.
was sawed at the water mill this week.
elected pound-keeper.
pulling through the mud, but when you
The shut-out developments caused much
Ned. Churchill is visiting in Farmington.
leave the land and take to the lake, the
Quitnby District.
excitement when the facts were learned.
Arthur Arnburg was out from K ennebago,
reason is plain.
Leon Haley has gone on the drive for
Monday.
Mr. Pennell says the hull of the Irene is
J. A. Russell, who is plumbing the Ran
Mrs. R. B. P orter has returned from her Mr. Dudley.
all right, he has examined it thoroughly. geley Lake House, says he has already
Bert Pillsbury is working for C. F.
visit to Phillips.
W. L. Butler has bought the Dr. Currier used more than 1300 Rs. of lead pipe and
Miss E tta Calden has returned from a short Quimby for the season.
is
not
finished
yet.
stand on Main street and will move in at
visit to Phillips.
Wilson Pillsbury has let his farm for a
The plan for a post office at the Birches
once.
Mrs. R. S. Y ork returned from her visit to year to John R. Toothaker and has hired
has
been
given
up
owing
to
the
fact
that
J.
E. Haley, Martin Nile and Wess Stet
Farmington Tuesday.
with Mr. T . for the season.
P. A. Q.
son started for Meadow Camp to-day, there was another office of the same name Miss Evelyn H ew ey was off duty on accoun t
already established in the State.
Tuesday.
o f sickness last week.
Catabiauca.
Freman Tibbetts left Tuesday for the
Miss Prudence Richardson returned Monday
Chas. Soule and Chas. Barrett, have
The cat stood on the freezing fen ce.
gone to Pleasant Island to fix Dutton’s foot of the lake, where he will have a from a visit to Phillips.
W here he for fun had fled.
month’s work painting boats for the Miss Lillian M arco went to Pleasant Island
A t mid-night prompt did he com m ence
steamer.
T o paint the biack yard red.
Camps Friday for the season.
Wilmont Patterson, Edna Ross, Nellie numerous hotels and camps.
There demon-like and black he scream ed
R. S. Y ork went to L oon Lake the first o f
Ed. Grant says he found at about every
Albee and Zephyr Raymond were in Phil
A s bound to fo o l the storm
place he visited while at New York, Phila the w eek to look after his camps.
lips, Saturday.
Of missies which from windows stream ed
Geo. Y oung has been confined to the house
delphia
and
other
cities,
that
R angeley
Elliott Russell was a delegate to the
Straight at his fur off form .
this w eek on accou n t o f a severe cold.
convention at Auburn last week. He re L a k e s was a very welcome and regular
B
ootjack
s rooled on; he would not go.
W . L. Butler has been chosen superintendent
visitor.
turned Monday.
W ithout Maria’s word;
o f schools, vice Dr. E. B. Currier, resigned.
The
Boston
and
Maine
Courier
reaches
Maria in the kitchen low
The little brook that is seen in summer
Little Hildred Robertson, daughter o f Mr.
His yow ls no longer heard.
time along the track of the P. & R. has us monthly, it is one of the neatest printed and Mrs. A . L. Rooertsbn, has been ill this
papers on our list. Its editor,Mr. W. S.
"M aria,” Mr. Thompson cried.
been.a roaring torrent.
week.
Nevins, made a tour of the Rangeleys last
‘ •Maria, must you stay?”
Luther Nile, Esq., sent to Portland season and we hope to meet him again
Phineas Richardson left for Portland, Tues
And but the booming boots replied
day. to consult with an oculist regarding his
Tuesday for a diver to come and find the this year.
That fast w ere thrown away.
eyes.
holes in the steamer, Irene.
Then cam e a gunshot’s thunder sound;
Last Saturday, in ten hours, J. O. Nile
Mrs.
Eugene
Smith
is
steadily
gaining
in
Geo. Pickens and another driver, with and his crew, moved the saw and horse
The ca t—O, where was he?
and is now able to sit up several hours
two of I. W. Greene’s teams, were in town power four times and sawed 2 5 % cords of health
Ask o f his fragments strow n around
each day.
In that catastrophe.
Wednesday after a load of sawdust.
hard wood twice, 1 8 % cords of which was
Carrol Marble, the little son o f Mr. and Mrs.
W ith bootja ck s, bricks and many a swear
The rail road was washed so badly seasoned wood, too. We think it a good
W . S. Marble, has been ill with a severe cold
The sleepers did their part,
v
Wednesday night that the special freight day’s work for his five men.
this w eek.
But the noblest thing which perished there
train did not dare pass the washed places
Daniel Hoar, after living in Rangeley
W as that old cat so smart.
John Thibedeau, who has been in Farmingand went back.
ever since he was born, nearly 64 years, is ton for som e time went to Pleasant Island
Mr. Gordan, a diver from Portland, and to leave next week for Skowhegan, where Camps Friday.
R a n g e l e y L a k e s solicits your orders
Robt. Chase, his assistant, came Thurs he will make his home with his son, Joel.
County Commissioner Potter, o f Kingfield, for Job Printing.
day and repaired the break in the hull, so His daughter, Miss Verna, will go with has been taking valuations in Lang. Coplin and
that the boat has been floated.
him. R a n g e l e y L a k e s and his many Dallas Plantations.
Quite a number o f friends and relatives went
Tw o million, four hundred and seventy- other friends regret his departure, and
one thousand feet of logs in one landing will gladly welcome him should he ever to Phillips to attend the funeral o f Mrs. J. D.
Huntoon, W ednesday.
D esirable Sum mer R esidence.
makes a large showing, as one can see return.
Mr. Haines. Supt. Am erican Express Co.,
when near Dead River bridge on the P. &
On the shore o f Rangeley lake a residence
Mrs. Eugene Soule will arrive in town
in Maine, located at Bangor, was in tow n on admirably adapted and situated for a summer
R.
from South Farmingham, Mass., Satur his regular visit, Tuesday night.
D A N A ’S Sarsaparilla is not only the b e s t day to take charge of Mrs. H. H. Dill’s W e regret to chronicle the death o f Mrs. J. hom e. Unsurpassed view o f Rangeley Lake
and surrounding mountains. A d ja cen t to the
of all remedies for the Nerves, Liver, hat trimming department. Mrs. Soule D. Huntoon. which took place at her parent’s best fishing grounds. House nearly new and
Kidneys, Stomach, and Blood, b u t i f n o has been with Mrs. Dill for several sea home in Phillips, Sunday the 19th inst.
in excellen t repair. Any sportsman or summer
b e n e fit, y o u c a n get y o u r m o n e y b a c k .
The sons and needs no introduction to the B enj. Kenniston has had to leave work at visitor who is thinking o f building at the Ran
same guarantee applies to D a n a ’ s Pills, ladies of Rangeley. She will be in Boston the hotel to make one hundred pairs o f oars he geleys will d o well to write for farther par
Cough Syrup and Plasters. For sale by on her way home and will bring the latest had engaged. He will d o the work at H. W. ticulars regarding this property. Address, Y.
care Rangeley Lakes Office. Rangeley. Me.
Loom is’ shop.
J o h n H a l e y ., Agent.
ideas with her.

AMONG THE ORDERS.

F O R SALE.

